Dear Reader,
Good time of day,
We are WinterWrite Translation Studio from Russia. Our studio is based in Saint Petersburg cityand
consists of a team of motivated and experienced people who are not afraid to communicate and help
clients from different corners of the world.
Up to this point, we have successfully implemented localization of the following projects:

1) «The Magic Circle» for Question:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 26 000 words

About This Game:
In this darkly comedic story, you are the hero of an unfinished fantasy game, and your designers have
failed you. Steal the power of a game god - trap their creations, swap behaviors and body parts,
crafting your own unique solutions to free-form puzzles. Can you release a game ...from the inside?

About Developer:
The development team consisted of Stephen Alexander, Kain Shin and Jordan Thomas, who had
previously worked on Thief: Deadly Shadows, Bioshock, Bioshock 2, Bioshock Infinite,
Dishonored,
South Park: The Stick of Truth.

2) «Collisions» for 2DEngine:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 4000 words

About This Game:
Collisions is an atmospheric puzzle game. The puzzles vary from one screen to the next: some are
easy, others require timing, logic and anticipation.

About Developer:
Small indie game developer based in New York.

3) «Mooch» for Crank Goblin:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 3500 words

About This Game:
Mooch is an arcade experience where player must rely only on his reflex and agility. Main protagonist
is puppet Blink who starts dangerous mission to find soul pieces of his friend Tula. Watch your every
step. Even passages that seem safe may hide deadly traps.

About Developer:
Small indie game developers from Poland.

4) «The Last NightMary - A Lenda do Cabeça de Cuia» for Submersivo Game Studio:

Steam link:
Trailer (subtitles available):
Amount of works: 3000 words

About This Game:
Escape through maze forest searching for a shelter, because the cursed beast is after you ... And if there
was a chance to reverse the curse, would you run away or would you try to find answers? It is better
think fast, because the monster is in a hurry, the beast is starved.

About Developer:
Independent studio of game dev from Brazil, Teresina. Small team is composed mostly of artists.

5) «Exile's End» for Magnetic Realms:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 3500 words

About This Game:
Japan's take on classic Commodore 64/Amiga action-adventure games. NOT a Metroidvania. Use your
wits and your weapons to discover an ancient secret and gain your redemption. Art and music by
Japanese legends of console gaming.

About Developer:
Magnetic Realms is a Tokyo-based one-man independent game studio founded by former game
industry programmer Matt Fielding.

6) «Press X to Not Die» for All Seeing Eye Games:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 3500 words

About This Game:
A live-action B-movie adventure you will never forget! You wake up to find your town in chaos.
Everyone has gone crazy and is just attacking each other! A cryptic message is the secret to survival-Press X to not die!

About Developer:
All Seeing Eye Games is a Vancouver-based independent game development studio dedicated to
making accessible titles that push the boundaries of innovation. Previous projects include: Drum
Studio, Drum Studio: Platinum Edition, Recording Studio, Classic Works Library.

7) «The Bug Butcher» for Awfully Nice Studios:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 4000 words

About This Game:
A fast paced action shooter inspired by the arcade classic Super Pang! Use a wide selection of weapons
and powerups to tear through increasingly challenging levels.

About Developer:
Awfully Nice Studios is a small independent game studio comprised of two distinguished gentlemen
baptized in the art of gaming while on the toilet with the ultimate goal of developing fun games.

8) «8-Bit Commando» for 2DEngine:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 1500 words

About This Game:
8-Bit Commando is a run and gun platformer with fast-paced action, a rocking soundtrack, local
multiplayer and explosions.

About Developer:
Small indie game developer based in New York.

9) «Drizzlepath: Genie» for Tonguç Bodur:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 11 000 words

About This Game:
Walk as Lula, on the path you choose, as she journeys to discover the meaning of the Genie and fulfill
her destiny.

10) «DungeonUp» for Clewcat Games:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 4500 words

About This Game:
Bottle is a short game which you play as a man of solitude. In the game as you walk through the path,
you see the visions of a woman and read the notes she leaves to you. But sometimes you need to do
some things and figure out how to reach her. Additionally in the game you can do a few exploration if
you prefer. There are some things to be found away from the path.

About Developer:
A husband-and-wife game studio living in Beijing, China. Nicolas The Coder loves music, football,
cycling, and everything about video games. Vivian The Painter loves literature, history, cooking,
planting, flowers...almost everything! And of course we both LOVE cats!

11) «In Between» for Gentlymad:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 2000 words

About This Game:
Dive into the atmosphere of a dense, hand painted game while exploring the reason why you are here.
Welcome to a world In Between.

About Developer:
As four passionated developers from Trier, Germany, we focus on creating indie games and web apps
at the digital frontier. As T-shaped all-rounders, we share the ability to work outside of our main
discipline, motivating one another.

12) «Bottle» for Tonguç Bodur:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 500 words

About This Game:
Bottle is a short game which you play as a man of solitude. In the game as you walk through the path,
you see the visions of a woman and read the notes she leaves to you. But sometimes you need to do
some things and figure out how to reach her. Additionally in the game you can do a few exploration if
you prefer. There are some things to be found away from the path.

13) «Cyberpong VR» for Colopl NI:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 200 words

About This Game:
Enter a realm of cyberspace where hitting digital orbs can gain you ultimate glory! In this retro styled
game you are given two paddles to prove what you're made of. Harness your skills in single player
mode and then face off against your friends in multiplayer matches!

14) «Arzamas King» for Vitaliy Ostrovsky:

Google Play link:
Amount of works: 5500 words

About This Game:
Arzamas King is a fascinating card game in the company of famous characters. Have a chat with
Celentano, beat Haris Pilton and become a shark of the gambling table!The aim of the game is simple to earn more money than your opponents. In the first seven rounds you need to hold on and not to go
into the red, to create a margin of safety. And in the next seven rounds the real madness begins everyone is trying to win!

15) «Breathing Fear» for Atria Games:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 3000 words

About This Game:
The project is a nonlinear survival/adventure game.
This story is about a man brought by his fate to an abandoned house in the woods. This place
mysteriously makes him be afraid of his own shadow, and that’s driving him crazy. Will he be able to
stay sane and solve all the mysteries of the cursed house?

16) «Crest» for Eat Create Sleep:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 2 000 words

About This Game:
Take the role of a god who guides humanity by issuing commandments. The game is centered on
expression, there is no end state except losing and no explicit goals but to build a religion you find
compelling. Start writing and lead your people into the future!

17) «Air Missions: HIND» for 3Division:

Steam link:
Amount of works: 11 000 words

About This Game:
Air Missions: HIND is an action combat flight simulator based on the Russian Mi-24 Hind assault
helicopter. You will be deployed to the battlefield either on your own or with a friend.

About Developer:
3DIVISION is game development company located in Kosice, Slovakia. The team was founded in
2003. Small company of freelance developers with years of experience in game development.

We also have a few feedbacks about our job:
Question:
« We recently worked with WinterWrite on translating our game The Magic Circle into Russian.
We could not have been happier with the experience of working with this team. Our game has a
huge script, and they gave us a very reasonable time estimate, keeping us up to date with regular
updates on their progress and explanations for any small delays they encountered. They
delivered a great translation very close to the original delivery estimate and then went above
and beyond with very thorough testing and an excellent report that found some holes in our
localization efforts. Not only did they get the game into the Russian language, but made all the
translations better as a result of their careful testing.
The team at WinterWrite was easy to work with, quick to respond to any questions we had, and
very professional. They showed a real desire to not just do the job, but to do it well and
thoroughly. We heartily recommend their work. »
Submersivo Game Studio:
« Assiduous, articulated, organized. The WinterWrite Team staff does an exceptional job of
localization. Translating not only textual aspects, but also contextual, researching sources that
even we ourselves did not know! It is a tremendous honor for us to count on them. We
recommend! »
2DEngine:
« It's been great and would love to work with you in future projects again. The quality of work
and professionalism definitely exceeded my expectations. »
Marvelous:
« Fast, professional, and cost-effective. Amazing to work with constant updates and superb
project management. We are very satisfied with their Russian translation and would recommend
them in a heartbeat to anyone looking for a localization partner. »
Magnetic Realms:
« It was a pleasure working with you, and I look forward to working with you again in the
future. »
Crank Goblin:
« We are small game development company from Poland, and we are just making our first steps
in game industry. When we released our first game, we didnt have any support from any
translation team for our game. WinterWrite connected us by themselves. They supported us
during all release time of our game. They supported us not only in making localization for our
game, but also witch promotion our game in Russian game market. Their suggestion helped us a
lot, and their involvement was so high, that we couldn't believe that. Thanks WinterWrite. We
recommend you to everybody! »
Tonguç Bodur:
«
I didn't know about WinterWrite Translation Studio when I made my first project. After that,
they found and contacted me. So in my second project (which has a long and poetic story
content) I decided to work with them, and for that now I feel lucky. With simple words; they are
professional, positive, accurate.

They meet the very reasonable deadline they give, and they do not only stand by their work
before completing it but also after doing so.
They are supportive with the project from A to Z. I would definitely recommend them and also
work with them again on my future projects. Such a good team to collaborate.»
Awfully Nice Studios:
«
The team at "WinterWrite" were given the task of localizing our game "The Bug Butcher" into
the Russian language.
But not only did they do a fantastic job on making sure everything fits within the given
boundaries but also came back to us with other recommendation and bugs they found.
This kind of service is very hard to find these days.»
All Seeing Eye Games:
«
We've worked with several localization companies and WinterWrite has been by far the most
thorough and dedicated. They really go the extra mile in not just translating the text but ensuring
its accuracy and suitability to what's happening in-game. Highly recommended.»
Atria Games:
«
I used to face a lot of problems due to the fact that Google Translate service was used for
translating our games, but with our development the necessity of high-quality translation
appeared, and WinterWrite team is doing it for us. Always quick, can provide plenty of variants,
in addition, they always highlight the errors if there are any in the original text. That's the
professionalism you expect, when you come to think of the translation of your products. I
recommend these guys.»
3Division:
«
The translation team taking their job very seriously, and they really carefully tested the
translation in game. They always respected the technical requirements, moreover they helped us
with the voice-over for our game and we were satisfied with quality. I can only recommend!»

Our cooperation with you:
All our cooperation consists of 4 main steps:
• Our cooperation with you begins with a discussion of business proposal
At this stage we discuss all details of the upcoming project.
We determine the number of characters (letters/words) in your game and the amount of payment from
your side .
Also at this stage we determine the preliminary scope of work required for the localization testing (do
we need it – or not / duration / how many hours of gameplay in the game, and so on).
• Transferring of source files and implementation of the translation
You are sending text files, and we begin the translation.
In this step, it is very important to have contact with the creator or writer. After all, if we have any
problems in understanding, only you can help us.
Translation process in our company is divided into several stages: study of the original text,
translation, updating and editing.
During this phase we will write you reports. Like example: «Translation completed to 85% / We
started editing / etc.»
• Localization testing
During our career, we are repeatedly faced with the classic problem of translators – translation of the
text in isolation from the game.
Localization testing – very important step, which helps us guarantee the high level of quality of the
final product.
We try complete every game, but sometimes this is not possible due the time limit. In this case, even
after sending final files, we continue our tests and in case of any problems – we’ll contact you.
• Final step
We send you a final version of the localized files.
You make payments.
You implement our text in the game and satisfied players are enjoying your game on their native
language :)

Our rates:
We are offering full text localization into Russian language (including translation of the user
interfaces, menus and prompts) and translation of the game's description page on Steam.
The cost of localization is calculated individually depending on the number of words in your game.
Please tell us the number of words/characters in your game and we can offer pricing for you.
We understand the peculiarities of your work associated with the development aspects of the game.
We are ready to discuss the stages of localization and to implement them in the time and circumstances
in which both sides will be satisfied.
Please keep our contact details and contact us if you ready for cooperation.
Email: 
contact@winterwrite.net
Website: 
http://winterwrite.net/en/

